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FOURTH REPORT OF THB BOARD OF YISITORR
TO TH.E OBSERVATORY.

To Hi8 Exeellenvy SIR CHARLES DARLING, K.C.B., Oaptain-General' and
Governor-in-Okief of. the Oolony of Victoria, and Vice-Admiral
of the 8ame, &c.,&Jc.
MAY IT PLEASE YO~JR EXCELLENCY,

Since the date of the' last Report, the few external additions and internal fittings,
at that time requisite fo~ conducting the work of the Observatory with efficiency and
_convenience, have been completed These are detailed in the Report of the Government
Astronomer appended hereto.
Quarters for the Government Astrono~er and the First Assistant have also been
erected in convenient proximity to the Observatory, and are now occupied by those
gentlemen.
The work done at the Observatory during the past year has been for the most
part as follows :1. The astronomical observations for determining the state of the adjustments
of the instruments, and the error and rate of the clock, requisite for
giving the time signals throughout the Oolony with regularity and
accuracy.
2. Regular magnetical and meteorological observations, as mentioned in the
last Report.
3. The reduction and preparation for publication of the whole of the
observations taken at the Observatory prior to its removal from
Williamstown to its present site.
4. Tb,e completion of the determination of the polar distance of a large
number of stars in the Williamstown catalogue, which had been observed
there in right ascension only.
5. A thorough examination of the divisions of the declination circle of the
transit instrument, for. the purpose of' determining errors of graduation.
A delay occurred in this in consequence of the necessity of obtaining from England
a microscope of a peculiar construction, which became apparent during the examination.
At the request of the Royal Astronomical Society, the Government Astronomer
has undertaken, in conjunction with the observatories at Madras and the Oape of Good
Hope, to carry on observations for the purpose of forming star maps of the Southern
Hemisphere, on a large scale, as has already been done for the Northern Hemisphere.
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The portion of the Heavens allotted to each of the observatories has already been
decided on, and the work here will commence almost immediately. This will probably
occupy several years in co~pleting.
In a special Report, on the printing of the Magr;etical, Meteorological, and N autica~
Observations, presented to His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly in August; 1862, the Board
recommended that the sum of £800 should be remitted to England, for the purpose of
\
'
printing the Hourly lVIagnetic;t1 and Meteorological Observations taken at the Flagstaff
Hill Observatory, between January 1st, 1859, and 1t1ay 31st, 1863. The Legislature,
having voted the requisite amount, this was done. !twas stated in that Report, that some
members of the Board were' strongly of opinion that the first and most important object
to be attained was t~e complete reduction and discussion of the observations, and the
publication' of the results, considering. that-,the printing the"obser,vations in full was
both very expensive and.of secon!iary importance; that Professor Neumayer, on the other
hand, w~s of ,opinion, that whether ac~ompanied or not by red~ctio~ and discussion, the
observations themselves should be printed in full. The reasons for both ,these vie,vE were
set forth at length in that Report, and in accordance with the recommendation of the Board,
it was referred to the Councils of the Royal Society of London and,the 13ritish .Associ~tion
for the Advancement of Science to' decide on the point.
'
From the letter of Major-General Sabine,' Pr~sident of the Royal Society of
London, appended hereto, it will be seen that he recommends the reduction and discussion
of the observations by Professor Neumayer himself, and the publicatio~ 'oi the results in
the first instance, leaving the consideration of the printing the observations in full till it
shall b~ se~n ho~ much mon~y ~s available after'this shah have' been done. .' ",
"
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Professor Neumayer appears (from General Sabine's letter) to have,so far niodified
,his,opinio~~ a,sto app.fove"stronglY,9f this qours~., q~netal ~ab4:le has request~d Professo~
'Neumayer to show the observations to Dr., Lamont of 1Vlunich, and obta~n his opinion of
this course. , The results of the Meteorological Observations at the Country Station,
and the Nautical Observations, were printed in Melbourne. Many 'copies of this work
were dist~ibuted without any communication' being made Ito the Board that it was ready
. for ~~bli~~tion. .As the Observatory is constantly receiving- presents of observations and
,traI}-sactions from, other, ohse~vatories and from scientific ,bodies,: and as the regular
intercha~ge of such' publiCations i~' lmiver~aily recognised and' '~xp'acted, the Board
considered it important. ,~o place the publication and distrib~~on of works issuing from,
th~ Observ~tory ,UPOD a defini,to. fo~t~ng, and akked iustructio~ frOl~ the Government on
the following points
.
'.
,
.. ' ,
1. Whether the Government wish to determine for 'themselves the public
bodies or ,individuals, herE) ·9~ in Europe~to whOln such printed volumes
are to be presented.
'
,
2. Whether the Government \vill authorize the Board of Visitors to make a
~~l~cttof.l of",suqil pu~?cbocl~es and indi~iduals; and t~ present such
, printed volumes to them'in the n~me of the Government of Victoria.
And further requested the, Government, to authorize tQat every scien~ific work printed for
the Observatoryi at the expense of the Government of Victoria, ~houl~ ~e \submitted to the
,Board of Visitors befpre publication.
'
"
In reply to this, a communic3:tion was ~ecei~ed from the Goye~~ment, ,stating that
a sufficient number of copies of such pub!ic:;Ltion ~ould be place~ at ,the disposal of the
Board of Visitors for distribution; the Qoverll!llent reserving ,the ,right, to;.dist,ribut~ other
copies, and. recommending, that to prevent confusion, a list of persons and societies
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supplied by the Board should be forwarded 'to the'TreasUrY; and further, conveying the
approval of the Chief Secretary of th~ suggestion for submitting all such works to the
Board of Visitors before publication.
•
'
The number of members of the Board resident in Melbou~e having been reduced
Barkly, Commodore Seymour, and Captain Amsinck,
by the absence of Sir
difficulty was experienced in obtaining the attendance of the number requisite to constitute
a meeting, the board therefore recommended that its effective str~ngth should be increased,
by the addition 'of. . '
.
The Rev. J. E. Bromby, D.D., late Fellow of 'St. John's College, Cambridge;
J. W. Stephfiln, Esq., M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College; Cambridge; and
James Moore, ~Esq.;M.A., Trinity
Dublin.
'., .
',' ,
And these gentlemen were appointed by the Government, in accordance with that
recommendation. .

College,

The only remaining subject to which it is necessary for the Board to refer iIi this
Report is the progress of the steps taken for procuring a telescope of large optical powe~
for the examination of the Southern N ebulm.
Since the date of the last Report, the Board has learned that W. Lassell, Esq., has
expressed his willingness to present the large four-feet reflector, which he has been using
for some years at Malte')" to the Melbourne Observatory, on the condition that. it is found
suitable for the purpose, and is actively employed.
This liberality of Mr. Lassell was first made known in the colony by a paragraph
which appeared in the Athenceum in November, 1863, and was confirmed by a letter. from General Sabine, dated April 19, 1864.
o

. Prior to this, the Legislature, acting on the paragraph in the Athenceum, which
had been subsequently confirmed by a second one, voted the sum of £'3000 for the
purpose of making the requisite alterations in ]I.:!r. Lassell's telescope, to adapt it to the
latitude of Melbourne" and the work to be done here, and for bringing it out and
erecting it here.
When General Sabine's letter arrived, drawing attention to·Mr. Lassell's stipulation,
that the telescope should be judged suitable in all points for its work in Melbourne, the
Board, bearing in mind the discussion in the Royal Society's correspondence on the
best form for a new telescope, could not avoid feeling that there was some doubt on this
point. A letter of thanks .was at once forwarded to Mr. Lassell, and the Council of the
Royal Society of London was requested to furnish the Board of Visitors with its decision
as to the fitness of Mr. Lassell's telescope for the work at Melbourne. At the same time,
£2500 out of the £3000 was remitted to England, in order that the requisite alterations
might be carried out at once, should the Royal Society decide on recommending the
acceptance of the present.
From General Sabine's letter to Mr. Elliott, appended hereto, it will be seen that
in his opinion the decision should rest with the Legislature of this colony which provides
the money.
'
There can however be no doubt, from the' evidence before the Board, that a
telescope on Mr. Grubb's construction would be far preferable for use at Melbourne; that
Mr. Lassell's telescope would require the constant attendance of two assistants besides

"
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the.observer during the time of .observation; .that the difference between the sum already
v9ted and the cost of Mr. Grubb's telescope, complete in Melbourne, would not exceed
£2000, and that there would be no difficulty in procuring the assistance of the most
eminent astronomers to superintend the construction of the new telescope, while it is.
very doubtfnl if any could be found willing to undertake so delicate an operation as th~
altering pf Mr. Lassell's.
After fully considering all these points, the Board of Visitors is unanimously ;f
. opiJtion that it will be expedient tp purchase a new instrument, specially constructed for
use in this colony, rather than to make the very extensive alterations required to render
Mr. Lassell's telescope fit for the service required of it, this having been the expres
condition upon which the offer was originally. made.
J. H. KAY, Captain R.N., F.R.S.
W. P. WILSON, M.A.
J. E. BROMBY, M.A.
J. WILBERFORCE STEPHEN, M.A.
GEO. VERDON.
JAMES MOORE, M.A.
n. AMSINCK, Captain R.N.
5th May, 1865.
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REPORT OF rrHE GOVERNMEN'r

AS'rRO~OMEl=t

TO 'rHE

•

:BOARD O}, VISITORS.
READ AT THE ANNUAL MEETING, 15TH NOVEMBER, 1864.

THE Report which I have now the honor to fei:td to the Board relates to the period
between the 22nd June? i863 (the date of the last visitation), and the 12th November, 1864.'
BUILDINGS.

During the above period, several additions have been made 'both to the exterior and
interior of the Observatory.
As regards the internal arrangements of the building, some important additions
have been made. Gas has been laid on, and conducted to all the rooms and instruments
where 'necessary. Several useful and convenient fittings have been erected in the
laboratory and other rooms; and lifting apparatus has been applied to the shutters of the
prime-vertical room. The strong room has also been fittecl with shelving, and now holds
,)'11 the important records and manuscripts of the establishment. Some slight alterations
also have been made to the transit room, shutters and lifts, having for their object the more
perfect exclusion of dust (which, on extraordinary occasions, drifts over the Observatory),
and the more complete counterpoising of the long-l:oof shuttei'.
On the east side of the building a wall, enclosing a courtyard with a wlJrkshop,
storeroom, &c., have been erected. The building, on the whole, is in good condition and
repair, but in heavy rains water finds its way through the south and west walls of the
prime-vertical room and considerably damages the plaster. It find" its way in also, but to.
a less extent, oll; several parts of the west face Of the Observatory; this is due to fissures in
the stuccoing of the parapet, and I am informed by an officer of the Public Works
Department that the only remedy will be painting the whole of the exterior of the
building.
In my last Report, I mentioned that a sum of money had been voted for building
residences in the close neighbourhood of the Observatory; these were completed in April
last, and comprise residences for the Astronomer and the Assistant Astronon:er.
PERSONAL ESTABLISHMENT.

The personal establishment has been increased by the transfer of Mr. C. Moerlin
from the Meteorological and Magnetic Department, formerly directed by Professor
Neumayer, as second assistant to the Observatory. With this exception, the staff remains
the same, and consists of the Director (Government Astronomer), Assistant Astronomer,
Mr. E. J. White, Second Assistant, Mr. C. Moerlin, Junior Assistant, Mr. J. E. Gilbert, and
messenger.
'
.
The cessation of the Magnetic Survey Department under Professor N eumayer too~
place in December last, when the magnetic and meteorological apparatus pertaining to
that branch of the service was transferred to the Astronomical Observatory under my
direction.
'
INSTRUMENTS.

1

The transit circle is in good order and continues to give every satisfaction in its
performance. A series of observations for determining the errors of division of the circle
to every 100 was completed in November last, the maximum error was found to exist
between the ,divisions 1300 and 1400 ' and equal to 3'39".
This error however, when
distributed over the space in which it occurs, and in some measure eliminated by the
reading at four microscopes, will at its maximum only reach 1'5". I have lately received
from Messrs. Troughton and Simms a special micrometer microscope to facilitate the
further examination of division errors of single degrees. 'fbis examination however has
not yet been commenced, owing to the inexpediency of disturbing the ordinary microscopes
until a seri~s of observation entered upon had been completed; but I propose to commence
it very shortly. In my last Report, I referred to the difficulty I had experienced in
obtaining satisfactory illumination of the wires on a dark ground. I regret to say my
further endeavours have been equally unsuccessful, and from the fact, that some of the
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thicker wires get illuminated whiJ.e the finer ones, which have been inserted for short
chronographic intervals, do not. I am under the impression that the light available
means of the reflecting apparatus applied, is insufficient to illuminate the extremely
filaments used. The illumination on a dark field has however not been required in any
work we have yet undertaken.
'l'HE EQUATORIAL TELESCOPE

Is in, good working order; a double. image micrometer of the most recent
construction has been added to its accessories.
"

THE PRIME VERTICAT~ INSTRUMENT,

Which was in the course of mounting at the date of the Board's last visit, has not
been brought fairly into working order yet, so many alterations and additions have had to
be made to get satisfactory performance, that with the exception of a few observations for
position it has not been much used. The arrangements are now however so far completed
that I propose to commence a limited series of observations with it at once.
The chronographic arrangements and clocks remain in the same condition and have
continued to perform'satisfactory in every respect. '
'., ',;
,
The new constant battery, which I spoke of so favorably in my last 'Report, has been
in continual lise, and after over two years' eKperience of its action, I fe,el convinced it. is
one of the most pelfect batteries, for great constancy with moderate power, ,known.
,

TIME SIGNALS.

, . The time balls at Williamstown, Melbourne, Geelong, and Queenscliff are dropped
at one 'o'clock daily; as heretofore, by means of telegraphic signals from the Observatory.
'Some mo~ths since, experiments were tried to ascertain the most favorable site in Melbourne
from which to fire a time-gl1:n, and a vacant sp~\Ce of ground opposite, to the University,
overlooking a lar$e portion of Melbourne, was finally selected as the most suitable. On
and after the 20th 'August, a twelve-pound howitzer was fired every qayat one o'clock
un.der the dire9tion of Professor Wilson, who had kindly undertaken to superintend it for
an !3xperimel:ltal periOd.' ,About the middle of last month, final, consent to' occupy the
vaca~t ground in question for the purposes, of the time-gun and gun drill for the North
Melbourne Volunteers was: given by the Town Council, and two heavier guns were 'erected
thereon, one of which was fired daily instead of the twelve-pounder, hitherto used. But
shortly afterwards, the firing was objected .to by the inhabitants of the neighbouring streets
ancj: other~, who aJleged it did damage to their houses, &c., in consequence of 'Yhich it has
b'een di~continued slice. the ~9th O c t o b e r . ' , , "
;,
,
.
The time-gun. had become of t~e utmost convenience to thc general public of
l\felbourne; and it is much to be regretted that anything should have arisen to make its
discontinuance necessary. No arrangements are yet made for its resumption. The method
of giving the various time signals is the same as described former reports.
" . In November last, the whole of the magnetical and Ilfeteorological. instruments,
hitherto ill cp.arge ,ofProfessOr' Neumayer, were handed over to' my custody. They consist
of a complete . set of magn.etical instruments for horary variations, and?f several sets of
meteorological ,instruments, besides a stock of thermometers and other spare apparatus.
Many of these instruments are in use a~ the various meteorological stations' along
, the coast, at Ballarat, Ararat, and Sandhurst, which are now en rapport with the
Qbsel;vatory.
"',
!,
. '
.
, . 'A 'compl.ete set of.magnetic instruments, both for absolute and differential deter~
rilinations, wertS purcn?Sed ,QY tlie G.overnrilent on the recommendation of the Board from
Professor Neumayer 'prior to his departure for Europe; these are now in use.' ','
'LI'BRARY.

By donations fi'om, other Observatories, we have added to the, Library the' following
works,';viz. : - ,',
~ ,-"
'.
l,voL'Greenwich Observations for·l86t
,1 vol. Green";v1ch Results for 1861.
,
Results of Magnetic Observations at Kew Observatory for 1857, 1858, to 1862.
1 vol. Ratcliffe Observations for 1861.
•
"I
VoL 3 of the Annals ofthe Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College.
" ..,!",.,., Vol. 4,::Part 1"of the Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard
, ,\ .. ' .. "
College, .b~ing catalogue of Clock Stars, list of new Nebulre and Star
.,,:' .
' Clusters, &c.
"
.."
Several standard:works have.also been added by purchase, and others by transfer from'the
Magnetic Surv.ey Department. " , .'
.r,
\:, ',' ,; " .
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OBSERVATIONS.

Since the last visit of the Board, no fresh series of work has been entered upon;
the additional labor of preparing for the press the results of the Astronomical Observations
at Williamstown .up to the time of the removal of the Observatory, coupled with the
routine work and the re-observing of an extensive list of stars whose places had been only
partially determined at Williamstown, has fully occupied the Observatory staff.
The number of observations made ,vith the transit circle is as follow : Right Ascension observations
2621
Polar Distance observations .
] 638
Observations for determination of levels
211
53
Collimation ...
In my last Report, I mentioned the probability of this Observatory being required
to take part in the great survey of the Southern Heavens which, it was proposed, should be
done by British means, on a scale similar to that completed in the Northern Hemisphere,
under the direction of Dr. Argelander, of Bonn. In July last, I received a letter from the
Secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society alloting to this Observatory ·the work of the
middle zone, viz., from 20° to 40° south declination; the Cape Observatory undertaking
that portion between 40° south and the pole, while the zone between the Equator and 20°
south has been alloted to the lfadras Observatory.
Beyond preliminary arrangements, the undertaking has not been commenced yet,
as I thought it inexpedient to do so until the work commenced with the Williamstown
observations had been disposed of, nor do I think we shall be able to do anything towards
it before the end of the year, except perhaps to commence the rough cataloguing with the
equatoreal.
This survey will occupy a long time with our present staff, and after some progress
has been made with it, extra computing assistance will be absolutely necessary. A portion
of this we may obtain through the Astronomical Society from the Home Government; I
nevertheless hope our own Government will not refuse to give extra aid to such an
undertaking, when the time comes that it shall be required.
.
I have had some correspondence with Major-General Sabine relative to our system
of magnetic observations, and it appears that if systematic magnetic observations are to be
continued, to save the necessity of an increased Observatory staff, it will be highl:;c desirable
to obtain a set of self-registering magnetic jnstrnments, similar to those at Kew. The cost
of a complete set, General Sabine informs me, will be £436, but he advises that of these
only a part need be provided for immediately, as their manufacture and comparing take
considerable time; the immediate requirement, supposing his advice be adopted, would be
about £83, leaving £353 to 'be provided for by the beginning of 1866.
At the commencement of the current year, funds for the purchase of a selfregistering anemometer, similar to the one used at Kew Observatory, were forwarded to
London. I hear that the instrument .has been completed and expect it to arrive very
shortly.
The new field of research that has been opened in physical astronomy, through the
application of spectrum analysis to the light of planets and fixed stars, has induced me to
make myself acquainted as far as possible with the modes of obtaining and comparing
the different spectra and ·the manipulatiOli of the appa,ratusnecessary; and anticipating
that at no great date the Observatory will possess the large reflecting telescope so
generously offered by Mr. Lasseil. I trnst by its aid we shall be able, among other
valuable work in physical astronomy, to give a good account of the spectra of the fixed
stars of the Sonthern Hemisphere.
ROB. L. J. ELLERY.
November 15th, 1864.
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CORRESPONDE'NCE.

I.
Major-General Sabine to Prqj'ef180r Wilson.

The Royal Society, Burlington House,
September 25, 1864.
My

DEAR SIR,

I have a~en Mr. Neumayer, and have seen, though necessarily 'in a very cursory way, the MSS.
volumes which contain his magnetical and other observations. I must remark that I am not so well
able to judge by so slight an inspection of the probable value of results obtained with Dr. Lamont's
instruments, as I should have been had the English instrumenta been employed~ but I could not
sufficiently admire the zeal, assiduity, and obvious method, which appear to characterize the whole of
Mr. Neumayer's labors, both in the Observatory and in the ~urvey; and I have no doubt whatever of
the expediency of a discussion of the results by ',imself He appears to consider that the sums allotted
(separately) for the survey and for the hourly and absolute determinations in the Ohservatory will be
sufficient in Germany, where computors and printing are much less costly than' in England, for their
reduction and publication, le~ving the consideration of the disposal of the observations themselves until
a more correct anticipation can be made of the proposition of the money which has b.een allotted by the
Melbourne Legislature, which will remain after the reduction and publication of the results.
This appeared to be strsmgly his own wish, and it seems to me the most reasonable p1'esent
conclusion. Always remembering the interest which Dr. Lamont has taken from the commencement
in the magnetical researches at Melbourne, I have requested Mr. Neumayer to ascertain Dr. Lamont's
opinion of this mode of proceeding i and to ask him if he will do me the favor to give me his opinion
after he shall have seen the volumes which Mr. Neumayer takes with him to Munich. If the funds
remaining after the reduction and publication of the results should not be sufficient for printing in full
the original observations, they may be so for providing four or eight MSS. copies, to be made by
a manifold apparatus, and to be deposited in so many I>ublic libraries or institutions; but the first care
must be to obtain the fruits of 80 much careful investigation, which can only be done satisfactorily
under Mr. Neumayer's own eye. I apprehend that the funds already allotted will he found sufficient
for, this purpose.
'
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)

EDWARD SABINE.

II.
Sir J. F. W. Herschel to General Sabine.

Collingwood, October 29, 1862.
My

DEAR GESERAL SABINE,

*

*

*

*

*

*

P.S.-November 19, 1862. Since writing the above I have been favored wit.h the llerusalof
Mr. Lassell's letter, dated Nov. 5, 1862, and herewith re-inclosed. By this I find, (1st) that hIB system
of levers for the prevention_of flexure in the mirror does not admit of, or at, all events' renders it
undesirable to observe more than about 15° north, i.e., to the polar side of the ~enith; and (2ndly) that the
construction of his tower does not admit of getting conveniently at the eye-piece within 35° of the pole,
Now these conditions would, I fear, be fatal to the use of the instrument at Melbourne, for the
observation of the Southern N ebulre. The immedciate neighbourhood of the South Pole, indeed, is not
rich in objects of interest. There is, to be sure, a faint nebula, within half a degree of the pole
(h. 3176), but from thence to S.P.D. 9° 59' (say 10°), (where there is a fine planetary nebula, h. 3241),
there occur only five nebulre, all of little interest. This region might then be sacrificed without material
injury; but the two nubeculre are objects of paramount importance and interest. 'l'he nubecula major
extends from S.P.D. 18° to 24°, or from zenith ~istance 28° to 34°, and the nubecula minor from
S.P.D. 15° to 18°, zenith'distance 34° to 37°. The great nebula about TJ Argus itself is only 31" 13' from
the pole, and passes above the pole at Z.D. 20° 47', taking the latitude of .Melbourne at 38° S. Unless
therefore 'Mr. Lassell's construction can be so very considerably modified as to allow these objects at
least to be observed with every possible advantage, I, fear it must be abandoned. Indeed I should
consider perfect facility of observing up to JOo S.P.D. or Z.D. 42° south quite indispensable.

J. F. W. HERSOHEL.

Ill.
The Rev. T. R. Robinson to Majot--Gen&ral Sabine.
Castle, Parsons town, Dec. 4, 1862.

My DEAR FRIEND,

Since my letter to you on the Southern Telescope, I have been favored by your kindness with a
perusal of letters on the same subject from Lord Rosse, Sir J. Herschel, and Mr. Lassell.
Mr. Lassell's communication is very "interesting, as describhig his success in constructing and
mounting equatoreally a four-foot telescope, which seems a very good 'one, and with which he is undoubtedly doing good work; but with the conclusion to which he seems to come, that this construction is
the best possible, and' should be implicitly adopted, I am not disposed to agree•.
I seems to me, if I riglltly understand your wishes, tlu1.t it is not our province to decide on any
particular construction, but in the first instance to supply the council with an expression of our general
opinioD as to the feasibility and great impor~nce of a Southern Reflector; and, secondly, to give
whatever practical information we have acquired since the former correspondence. This the Council may,
if they think it necessary, make the subject of a separate communication to the Melbourne astronomer;
but it is, I think, highly inexpedient to bring before jn,blic men our discussions as to the best mode of
doing the work.
In reference to the first of tnese object.s,"I think, the letters .conta~n all that can be required; but
with respect, to.the other; Mr. Lassell's letter seems to be liable to several objections, based on some facts
whicn'he'nientions, arid also on th~:lithograph which accompanies it.
1. The upr~ht' standards, between which the telescope turns, are weak. :Mr. LasseU has felt~
this; for there appears a transverse trussing m:>rked "removable," obviously designed to prevent flexure
when the telescope. is a' few, hours oft the meridiaIi;, this, I ,fear" .,}vo\lld; be an imperfe,9t remedy. I
cannot ascertain from the drawing whether the declination axis is provided with counterpoisEs a,nd friction
wheels, to diminish its friction; but if not, it will bear very severely on the flanches of this axis, especially
in t,he 'position of' six hours ofl' the mcridian. Th::; flexion of these standards may inter±;ere greatly with
the adjustments of the instrument, if they be not of equal strength.
"
.
,
.. 2. The support of the polar axis on friction rollers at its· upper bearings is, as Lord Rosse has
rema,rked, fatal to any precise determination of absolute places. Mr. Lassell appears to admit this.;
but not to think it of great importance, "as he can always find an object which he wants," and, " when
greater accuracy is required, a star taken from a catalogue with the micrometer will give it." On this
I must remark, that, in the first place, it is not always easy to identify the stars of comparison, and that
in nebular work th/ilre will be a great waste of time, unless the instrument can give' position within a
small fraction of a minute. Mr. Lassell, seems, in fact, not to, have taken much time in verifying his
adjustments, and explains this by " the. inevitable labour of turning, so large an instrument about from
t1:tree to four hours' angle on difiel'ent sides of the meridian, and at various polar distances." It may be
inferred from this that there is con~iderable difficulty in moving it. He has stated, in the Monthly
Notices of the Astronomical Society, that the moving parts weigh twelve tons-l?- large mlJ,s~ certainly;
but I thirik that, with proper mechanical appliances, its motion s)1ould not require such h~rd 'York. Th~
counterpoise on the polar axis must make tl;te movement in lR more diffi.cnlt.
. ',
. '3. The tower seems ricketty, and even, dangerous. There may bc guards for the observer no~
shown iri the lithogrl?-ph, but even, with them his position in a dark night will peperilouB. ,)\.nd,as,
:!\ir. Lassell.mentions ,that with this arrangement 4e, cannot observe within 35° ,of the pole at any hour
angle, SirJ.ohn Herschel's'remarks are decisive against it. If in addition to "the labo:r,ohemoving the
telescope," the observers have to manceuvre this compli~ated scaffolding, the most probabJe.~esu~~ ~s ~hat
it will scarcely ever be used, except near the meridian.
.
, '" '. *. ':,
Major-General Sabine,
President of the

*

", '
..,
RoYal Society.

*

*

*Sincerely yours,
*

T. R. ROBINSON.

IV.
,t,

".', ".:rvaUam Lassell,

• 1',

Esq" to General Sabine•
Malt3l,.' December'1st, 1862.

My

DEAl!.

Sm,

r have to-day had the pleasure of receiving your letter of the 20th ultimo, enclosing some .remarks
of Sir Johrr Hel'schel'upon mine to you of the 5th. I avail myself of the Alexandrian mail, now hourly
expected, for a few words in reply.
,
I full! appreeiate Sir John's requirements of '.' p,erfect facility of observing up to 10° S.P.D, or
Z.D. 42° S,,' and proceed to state how, by a slight modification of my mounting, it would be completely
,
satisfied.
By omitting the loose cross marked "removable" in I~y drawing, and giving about a f;x;t m~re
length to the wrought-iron Sll;PP9rts o~ the ,en?s of t~e P.D. axlS, the telescop::! would have a ffi:0tlOn qUlte
up, to the pole itself; and to msure the effecttye actIOn of the le,vers for hOrIzontal support, It would be,
only necessary, when the meridional zenith-distance towards the pole becalllegr~ater than abou~ 15°, to
turn the telescope On its axis 180 by the existing apparatus; 8.0 that the eye-pIece should pomt westward it;lstead of eastward, and bring the tow~r round tot~at' !Ude. It would also be n.ecessary to ha,e a
P :D. Ill';) on the western as well as the eastern SUppOl't, With tangent screw and lockmg apparatus, to
which, in this position'of the telescope, thc corinecting~rod (being disengaged', fro~ its fOfmer posi~ioti
and carried round with the tube)\vould hav:e riow to be re-engaged. Thus'the mstrument, by thIS slight
addition' would command equatoreally every star above the horizon.
"
To enable'the obserVer to gain access to·the eye.piece when,the object was near-the pole, aboye or
below it ,would be necessary to introduce a third rail, the same distance from the outer one which that is
tlle'inner, 'and to make the Io~est, beams of the framework of the tow~r to travel outwards on tWQ
0

fi'om

parallel rails, extending from the inner rail to the new outer or third rail, thus allowing the frameyvork
of the tower to rest at pleasure, either as it now does on the inner and what would then be the Illlddle
rail; or on the ~ddle and new outer rail. This wo;;td ensure access to the eye-piece in every possible
position of the ,telescope.
. '
.
,
ThoUgh I have had a very short interval to consider the subject, I feel perfectly satisfied that the
above, easily carried out, additions would quite answer the requirements insisted on by Sir John Herschel.
,
.
I remain,
'
1\1y dear Sir,
Very truly yours,

WM. LASSELL.

General Sabine.

v.
_..... 1.

The Earl of Ros;;e to General Sabine.

I

, ,

The Castle, Paraonstown, December 9th, 1862.

::', -f
DEAR SABINE,

. '1 h~ve forwarded Lassell's letter, of December 1st, to Dr. Robinson. I see no reason, wiiy LaSsell's
mounting, modified in the way he proposes, should not answer, provided the main supports, which are to
be lengthened, are made sufficiently strong-much stronger than they are at present. They, in my
opinioll, constitute the weak part of the mounting. They are theoretically weak, and that they have
been found weak in practice is evident, as otherwise the moveable braci,::lg would not have been
employed. The great merit of Lassell's mounting is its cheapness, for it is almost all the work of
a founder and boiler-maker, and at Manchester and Liverpool there are special appliances which make
such work cheap. In the case of the German type, there is much forging, turning, and fitting, and
therefore there is greater cost unavoidably; but, where expense is not an object, it haS many advantages.
Lassell, 1 understand, casts his specula at one melting, making use of a bell founder's cupola, and probably
is enabled to procure trained men and everything necessary (except the mould and rumealing oven) at
some large bell-founding establishment. In that there will necessarily be a great saving. Hitherto it
'has been considered important that there should be two meltings, and,therefore, to prevent oxidation, the
melting-pot has ,b~en ,employed instead of the cupola or reverberatory fUJ:Ill!.ce : but Mr. Lassell seems to'
find the single melting sufficient; the orily object of the second melting is to procure an alloy more dense
and more free from pores; but that is a secondary object, compru'ed with the all imp9rtant one, of
eventually polishing the speculum successfully.
' \
Believe me to be,
Truly y()urs,
qeneral Sabine.

ROSSE.

VI.
Mr. Grubb to Th'. Robinson.
Dublin, Dec. 3, 1862.
"
RoBINSON,
_
, The plans and estimate ~hich, about nine jears since, I transmitted for the consideration of the
committee, at that time formed to report on the erecting of a powerful telescope iiI the Southem
Hemisphere, having had the, honor of being' approved of by that. committee (although the design was
never carried into effect on acc.ount of the British Government decliIJing to supply phe requisite funds),
it seems desirable, now that the same committee are re-considering the,matter, at the request ,of some of
the spirited inhabitants of ~elbourne, that I should, as the successful projector on the former occasion,
prepare, for laying before thepresel!t committee ~uc:(J., data ,as circumstances 09curring during the
interval suggest.
.
" "
,
~,
"
I ,would then, first, state that nothing has presented itself to induce me to alter, even in details,
the original design, much less to disturl,J my faith, in its entire effectiveness, ·1 have however made
drawings to suit the ,latitude of Melbourne, a copy of which, on a reduced scale, together with a
descriptive reference, I )?ropose shall accompany this letter. Ofthe stability of the mounting I appreher+d
no doubt can a.lise, whIle its freedom of motion is ensured by the introduction of that peculiar system
of equipoise, first introduced in the large' equatoreal exhibited by me in the recent Internat;ional
Exhibition. It will be seen that the inversion of the polar axis in the present design ,admits of Jlsing
a comparatively small pivot for the lower bearing; while the nea.r approach of tlie great ',mass of the
entire moving weight to this pivot is most fiworable to increased steadiness, and .. to, both ease and
accuracy of the movement in AEt. An~ if it be desired, either now, or at a future time, to ere~t a,
telescope of five feet diameter (instead of four feet), I consider that the sizes given for the equatoreal
mounting would safely carry the larger tel~scope, ,It is, h9,wever: an error gn the right side to have
more than adequate strength and stIffness III the mountmg, m01·e. especially ~l,erf! ,slwh e:ctpa str(mgtlt
does not involve any undesir~1ble amount of labor, 01' any extra consumption of time ill the required
changing of the position of the instrument.
.
My

DEAR DR.

f,.

*
Estirnate.-:-The

*
*
residents of lVlelboul'lle

*
some

"

"

*
siuce

*

having
timc
desired to have an estimate,
including one large speculum only, and e:ccl1,f.8i'/)(! ,of polishing machjnery, I have estimatj:;d for either sucl.,
or"with the additional large speculum" a'd'libi,tum. . 'Vitfi, respect to ,the pl'icqs named, I desil'e to make
a few observations. I should think it imprudent on. my part, to, na)lltl a ,sum :vhich wO,uld only, pay
provided everything 'rent sIIloothly, and no such thing happencd as a failure in the casting, or breakage
i1l-" the completi9n,~f.the speculu,; an~J should think it very indiscreet to name a ~um which would curb

ni~

in executing the·entu·e iu a.',wauuel' creditable and lla.ti$fa.ctQry to aJ.l conecrned, inclu.diug·mYflelf,
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'I'll() recent ~Lrides in tho 1l1;'lHlfadu;'u of tited would illduve me tu ti()() how f,,1' thiti suhtiLallc() llliU'ht b0
advantageously substituted (of course not without adding to the expense) ill severn! parts where "'r had
originally intended to use either cast or wrought iron; for example, the declination axis and the telescope
tub~. Another observation I desire to make is, that, without.wishing in any way to detract from the
ments ~nd excellence of the workmanship of Mr. Lassell'~ large equatoreal, of which, indeed, I h:we only
seeu a !l~hographic drawing, and :herefo:e could not pretend to form au opinion, I say, withol.lt expressing
any opllllOn as to the workmanshIp, I thm.k that allY one at all conversant in such matters may see that
the two constructions (viz., his and mine) are so entirely different in character, that it would be quite
impossible to judge of what one could be made for by knowing what the other cost. In his instrument
the steadiness, whatever it may he, is attained by what I would call the brute force of tous of metal; in
the other, no expense is spared to keep down the weight and friction to the lowest. If my constru9tion
have (as I fully expect) decidedly greater steadiness, and it is moved with one thirtieth of the force
required to move the other, my labor in contrivance has :lOt been in vain, should it be put into use.
}ly original estimate' was £4,500. There are some things now added, and my present estimate
will be £3,800 for one speculum only, and no polishing machinery; or £4,600 for everything as before,
with the present additions. The difference between these two sums, or £800, would scarcely more than
cover the actual cost of the items to be furnished for it; but it is not unlikely that, in any case, I should
find it desirable to cast a seeoncl htrge speeulum, and I place the advantage of taking the second speculum
.
with the customer.
Faithfully yours,

Rev. Dr. Robinson.

THOMAS GRUBB.

VII.
3fT. Lasscll to General Sabine.
London, July 22nd, 1863.
DEAR GENERAL SABINE,

On the occasion of my temporary visit to England I have had the opportunity of looking. into some
of the correspondence respecting the proposed four-foot telescope for Melbourne, and, in consequence, I
should be glad to be allowed to state that I do not intend to continue my observations with the telescope
of this size, now erected in Malta, and described in this correspondence, beyond the period of twelve, or
at ,most eighte!ln months from the present time, and that, if this equatoreal should meet the requirements
of the Melbourne Committee, 'I shall then be glad to place it at their disposal •.
I remain,
My dear Sir,
.
Very truly yours,
~

Genern! Sabine, R.A.

WILLIAM LASSELL.

VIII.
G~nera l Sabine to Prqfes80r Wilson.

The R.oyal Society, Burlil{gton House, London W.,
April19t:Q, 1864#

M:; DEAR SIR,· "

'. Your letters of February 24th and 25th reached me this evening; I am glad to learn that you are
striving at Melbourne'in the affair of the telescope; I will send your letter of the 24th to Dr. Robinson,
who I doubt not, will reply to it immediately; his opinion regarding the preference due to either
Las;ell's or Grubb's telescope is so very far preferable to mine, that I should leave the matter altogether
in his hands if I 'could feel justified in not replying to you myself, since you have so decidedly asked my
•
opinion, such as it is,you are welcome to i t . .
I have no d?ubt .t.ha~ you would do better to close with. Mr. Grubb's prop?sition than to accept an
inferior telescope (mferlOr for rour purposes, and for use at Melbourne), which IS offered by l\~r. IJassell.
Viewing, 1st, the money whICh will have to be expended in the establishment and staff; 2nd, the
more perfect application to your purposes which ::Iic. Gl'ubb's telescopc will, from its construction, possess,
and the far greater convenience iu its use; :lrd, the difference in cost between Mr. Grubb's estimate and
the alterations which would be I'equired ill ilIr. Lassell's to give it evon approximate sui~ability to that
which will be assured by the more perfect construction in Grubb's,-I have not a moment's hesitation
in expressing a preference for Grubb's. My interpretation of Mr. Lassell's offer was the same as yours.
When a different interpretation was put upon it by a writer in the Athence!WI" I at onee sent the paragrapn
to Mr, Lassell, and asked whether the view in the Athenceum was correct.

•

*

*

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

.

*

*

*

*

*

He replied, " That if he were sure that it would effect the purpose for which it was desired, and
that it would be actively and steadily employed fbI' that purpose, he would p1'esent it."
.
I should grieve if the good purposes of the scientific men at Melbourne, and their friends and
supporters, failerl in procuring the best instrument for the future fame of the Melbourne Observatory, or
if the labors of those whose fame will he identified with that of the Observatory,' were not bestowed
upon a telescope which holds out the best prospeets'of success.'
,
Mr. Lassell's offer well deserves a most thankful acknowledgment, but the tru equestion is, which
.
telescope is most eligible for the purposes which are contemplated.
Sincerely yours,
Professor Wilson.

(Signed)

EDWARD SABINE.

]5
IX.
1'I,e Rev. T. R. ,Robinson to P'l'qf'essop TVil8fJ/l.
Observn-tory, Armagh, May lLth, 1864.

My

DEAIL WILSON,

General Sabine haH shown me your letter, and asked me to give you my opinion on its subject. It
is uot easy to do so, from the conflicting circumstances. Were it my OWIl case, without restriction as to
money, and looking only to getting the best instrument, r would not hesitate a moment in preferring
Grubb's construction, for reasons which, r believe, I have sufficiently cxplained in the correspolldence.
In particular, the difficulties inseparable from following tho eye-piece of a large Newtonian at a great
height from the ground are,such that the observer's bodily In-hor must be increased tenfold. The objections
agn.inst the Cassegraiu form arise Aolely from llnacquaintancc with that telescope on any large scale; and
as the two fifteen-inch specula, which I polished, separate perfectly such st,ars as 1/ Coronre and E Arietis,
you may be quite at e:Lse all that score. And the superior mechanical arrallgements of Grubb's equatoreal
is such that, even for a N ewtoniall, it should l)eat Lassell's out of the field in respect of precision and ease
of use. Then, on the other hand, it mus~ pe considered that Lassell's generous offer seem almost to claim
acceptance, and that by closing with it you would save perll.'1.ps £2,000 (for the observer's stand must be
completely remodelled, and I suppose you would have also to provide a polishing apparatus). You may
also apply the proverb of "A bird in the hand, &c." Lassell's is ready, the other is to be made, and if
Grubb were to be taken away, though his second son is a capital hand at achromatics, he has not been
tried on a large speculum. And though the father is ready now to undertake such a work, I am not
certain that he would be so if the order were deferred a few years. Let me also say, what I am sure most
astronomers will concur in, that it is more to be desired that a third great telescope should be con8tl1lcted,
,than .thfl.t Lassell's should be withdrawn from the Northern Hemisphere, where there is work enough for
two, ten times told; so that you see I do not feel disposed to dogmatize on your question, and I conclude
with saying, that ill addition to nebular work, a new field is just opened in which a four-feet will do
wonderful things; the study of star spectra, in which Mr. Huggins, with a six.inch object-glass is already
very successful. Whichever telescope you decide on, I hope you will have it provided with the apparatus
'
requisite for such researches.
Yours ever,
(Signed)
Professor Wilson.
T. R. ROBINSON.

x.
Professor Wilson to tke Hon. tke Okiif' Secretal"!J'
The University, Jnne 22nd, 1864.

SIR,

r have the hOllom', by direction of the Board of Visitors to the Observatory, to forward the enclosed
extract from the minutes of a meeting held yesterday, 011 the subject of the equatoreal telescope, offered
'as a present to the colony, by Mr. Lassell; and to request that you will have the goodness to comply
with the recommendation of the Board.
,
The first direct mtimation of Mr. Lassell's liberality, was in a letter from Major-General Sabine,
President of the Royal Society of London, received by the L'1St Mail, in whieh it also stated that Mr.
Lassell presents his telescol'e only conditionally on its being found suitable for the work for which it is
required, and on its being actively used.
As regards the first of these conditions, the Board does not possess sufficient informati(m to justify
it in expressing an opinion, and considers that it will be most in accordance with what is due to Mr.
Lassell, and best for the interest of scicnce, that the same Committee of the Royal Society of London,
which has already taken so active a part in the matter, should be requested to consider and decide upon
the point.
Whatever that decision may be however, the Board feels that no time should be lost in expressing
to Mr. Lassell the thanks of the colony for his very munificent offer.
1 have therefore the honour to convey to you the wish of the Board of Visitors, that you will have
the goodness to request His Excellency the Governor to carry out these two recomendations through the'
Secretary of State for the Colonies.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Yom' most obedient Servant,
The Honourable ~he Chief Secretary.
(SignEd)
W. P. WILSON.
XI.
My

DEA.lI.

SUt,

Prq/'essl)1' Wilson to Ge'lWral Sabine.
The University, 24th June, 1864.

. I read your letter, of. April 19th, at a m?eting of the Board of Visitors, held last Monday, and by
deslre of the Board, transmIt to you the folloWlllg extract from the minutes.
Resolved"'!'hat the thanks of the Board'be given to Mr. Lassell for the offer which he has made
"of his telescope for the Melbourne Observatory.
" ~'That the substance of. this resolution be expressed, in a letter to the Honourable the
Chief Secretary, accompamed by a request that he will forward it, through His Excellency
"the Governor, to Mr. Lassell.
.
" "Tha.t the Counc¥ of the Royal Society of London be requested to decide upon the
fitness of Mr. Lassell s telescope for the work of the Observatory."
.

16
As regards the first and second of these resolutions, it is uunecessary to say anything. The thanks of the colony will, ill due official course, be 'forwarded to Mr. Lassell, and would havc been long since,
had the BO:1rd felt that it could call on the Governor to':1ct on a p,aragraph in the AtlUl'illIJurn.
As regards the last resolution, the Board, while fully sensible of'the value of the present offered
by Mr. Lassell, and of the lil:ierality and devotion to science which dictated the offer, feels also that it is
due to :vIr. Lasse]l, before accepting it, to asccrtain that the instrument is such as will perform satisfactorily
the work, for which it is required, and that it would bc presumption on the ,part of .the Board to attempt
'
" '
to arrive at that decision itself.
. The Board considers that there can be nobody so well qualified to :1dvise. it on this p,oint as' the
Comnuttee of the Royal Society, which has already, devoted so much atte,ntion to this, especial subject:
: Before the receipt,of your letter, Mr., A. J. Smith, a member of the Board of Yisitors;,a~d also' a
member .0f.Pil,l'liament, had moved and carried (ou, the strength of a paragraph in the ,AthenaJUm) ,a vote
of,£~,OOO.for.con:v'eying and erecting in Melbourne, the equatoreal telescope,presented,by Mr. LasserI'.
The terms:of this vot~ will cover a.ny preliminary alterations that may be requisite in the mounting. The
money will,.I have reason, to ,believe, be l'emittp.d to Engla.nd, to the ag~nt,Jor Crown 0010nie8, eitlier by
this mail or the next; and will be at once available, should .the Committee,9f, the R,oyal Society decid~
that. Mr. Lassell'stelescope, with such ,alterations :1S can be made f<ir that sum, will ,be suitable for
carrying out efficiently the examination of the Southern Nebulre.
"
,
'
Should the .decision be different, the money will remain untouch~d til,l an application be made to
Parliament for permission toapply.it,towards the construction of a telescope on Mr: Gr~bb's principl~. ,
In either case, the thanks of all friends of science, both in the colony and in 'England, are due. t'o
lIir.,Lassell for his munificient,offer.
'
".!',:;
'.:' ..
I remain, my dear Sir,
' ' ..
,..
"Very faithfully yOul'~".,
r
,

,

'

(Signed),
,

W. P. WILSON"
, Hon. Sec: to Board of Visitors.

,

,',

XII.
" 'G(Jn~'ral Sabine to ProftssQ1' Wilson.

'v.'

~

;.~t(. ~.'d..

~::

Th~ Royal Society, Burlington House, London W.,
l\b DEAR SIR,
July 5th, 1864.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of April 25th, and have in co~sequence written to
Mr. Lassell, who is at Malta"and will send~you his'reply.as soon',as I have received it.
"
!\:t:y)etter, to
Lasse~l is
follow's :. . , ' ,": ,. , ",',
. '" ,,, I have'l'eceiveda'lette-r from Melbourne, from Prof. Wilson, informing me that your offer to
place your telescope at the disposal of the Melbourne Committee had been received with enthusiasm, and
thatJi~3;OOO, had been voted by the Legislature ,to 'convey the telescope'to Melbourne and ereqt it there •
. ; ,1' ":'At the time this vote 'was passed, your ,oifer. was known to the colony on,ly"py"your letter to,
myself of July 22nd;, 1863, printed in the Royal. Society correspondence, and by an in~~rpretation,9f you~
purpose, as expressed in that lettCT, which appeared in the Athenmum newspaper, ,I thiI).k, in the c<;mrse
of November, 1863. Your offer was therefore' believed to be wholly., uncoJ,ld,it!onal" an~" was regarded
aCcordingly. Bntreferring' now, to your subsequent letter to me of December ,31st,~l86~, l,)x.pr<1~siJ?g, as
youl'Omark, 'more emphatically' the condition that ',It is essential that,the equatoreah~houl~ ,meetth()
'requirements of the Melbourne Committee, and in their opinion fully satiSfy, th~ir, derPands-,-for: unless
: you were,assured of this, the gift,woulcl onlY yield disappointment,' it may lie presum~d that,You will
conceive the spirit in which;,tlie Melbourne P:1rliament has received your offer as,evidenQe ,th,at ,~heY'do
,consider your telescope as meeting the requirements of the Melbourne Committee. ,.'
,Ill"
.' ,,',' ." If however this passage shquld be unders,tood to .go further than -is here inferred" perhlloPS,Y,oU
will think it right to state more exactly the assurance that you would desire; and this you may do .either
directly, to Prof. Wilson, at. Melbourne, 'or in the same mode .. that ;t1!e, pl'OviQus QQ~munications have
passed.
.
, ..t:.
. .:,
";~~ " ... ·'.'1';,0:!:·..' ",,;,'
1
,.' 'f!Prof. ,Wilson enquires whether ·there'is 'any stipulation'"as to who shall BURerintendr tIle ship.
'ment,and erection'/, ,Perhaps:you'will'answerthis enquiry at the 'same time .. ,,',
.. , , ' """, ,!,
.
. (Signed)
'" c,,"
"~. S.'; ,
As soon as"! hcar:from1MmLasseli,'inreply, you shall hear from me again.
'
t''! I
I remain, my dear Sir.
,.jU:'':::~l ';I'S,in,;['O :i~J'rr 'IfjO
Faithfully yours,
V( -:;;"':':; :r Sf
(;)t>fi!~ia)
(Signedy:;'b,£"'l':;EI>WARDJ'S&BINE. \

.Mr..
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Mr. Lassell to PrOjessO?' W$uon •

.c.... ;cl. rl~t;:{,
Malta, 27th July, 1864..
DEAR PnOFESSOR WILSON,
, ..:«' ,;;!..<,::: 'lie'"
'. (> III . , By 'al'letter 'reJeiltly:erEic~i~Jd .from-: Gelleral 'Sabine ;,r'aulJillforlned"tMt<tW Committee of the
!9Ut·.foot
Melbourne Observatory have"intiillat'ed,"thiotigh you; 'tn'eif'acceptahce' off-tile offer .o'f.
equatoreal, cont~tined in a note,a;ddressed to General Saltine, Q,ated ~hc 22nd July, 186~. - , " " ,.l
a ,>11; '''The General also informs·me' th'at:you haVe 'enqllired'" whether ther,e:is any;stip'u1/l<tion as to who
sha.llsuperintend the shipinElnt and ,erection;"," The~'aie'certaiDtfpoints',of" the,"utiiiost importance, and
lL will' proce:ed to 'give you ,the'best~sugge'stiohs· which OCCill;'w'me.' I 'expect to 'have, completed my
observations/by ao'out'the end of' Mal-ch next, and it is'my int~!ltioir, and', desire ,to': return hqme as early
as convenient after that time.
II" " '
,'" :',n,,'.v ,... :) ,"':'
J/J'I ';:;0.:[: deefn:it aosoHitely."liecessaij1tlia;t some: person' qualified' for the wo~k'sb:oul(rbe ellgaged to take
down the telescope here au(Fre.ereo't'Witi Mellioiiriie;'t6 insure'itsoemgfie"instatedJ iiisall: its efficiency.
.\,'1:u'unrr..l"\: ..J OD1:

my

17
And.therefore the very hest arrangement of all would perhaps be, that Professor Wilson himself, or the
astronomer who is to use the telescope, should come over here, bringing with him a mechlmic or fitting'engineer who would be competent to the proper taking down and re-erecting. If this should· be thought
'impracticable or too inconvenient I shall be glad to render any assistance lean, on behalf of the
Melbourne Committee, in giving any directions relative to the removal and re-shipment. In the mean
time I will state, somewhat in detail, the steps needful to be taken to insure the work being successfully
accomplished. If it is thought that the fitting-engineer would be best supplied from England, I think it
very likely that Messrs. George Forrester and Co., of Vauxhall Foundry, Liverpool, who made the
principal part of the mounting and framework of the telescope, would supply such a man. Altd I should
also strongly recommend that nw mechanical assistant, who is constantly occupied in working tho
telescope during observation, and in keeping it in order, should assist the engineer, and also accompany
him with the telescope out to its destination. This man is not a mechanic by trade, bnt he has been
with me a considerable time, and has learned a good deal while assisting me in the laboratory. He has,
mOleover, acquired a good deal of teehnical knowledge of the management of the telescope, which no
other person but myself possesses; and which even an engineer must be tanght, or must learn by
experience. I have ascertained that he has no objection to undertake this duty, if required, on having
his passage paid out and home, and receiving a reasonable remuneration while abroad; I think this man,
:vho is very fairly intelligent and rather remarkahle for willingness and good temper, would be likely to
render to the Committee invaluable aid.in setting up the telescope and getting it into working order.
Probably three or four 1veeks may be consumed in taking down the equatoreal, packing such of the
apparatus as requires it, in sufficiently snbstantifll cases, arid preparing for .shipment. There are two
large specula, and the cases for them baving been made with especial regard to their safety, I have
by me intact, these may again be used for the same purpose, hut most of the other packag~s, or rather
packing-cases, have been destroyed or otherwise appropriated, so that new ones will have to be made.
Some of the packages will be rather formidable, both in weight and dimensions, requiring a powerful crane or hoisting apparatus, both for loading and unloading, and also the ship conveying them should
have large hatchways and a pretty deep hold. 'fhe heaviest piece is the lower section of the tube and the
square frame containing it, which cannot well be separated. This piece is 16~ feet long, and fllmost 5 feet
square for about 11 feet of its length, it weighs 3 tOllS 8 cwt. The next in point of weight is the wrought
iron frame which supports tho upper end of the polar-axis-cone, weighing 31 cwt. The upper end of the
tube is bulky, but comparatively light, 20t feet long, 4 feet 3 inches in diameter, weighing 15 cwt.
The cases containing the specula, each about 5 feet square, 15 inches thick, and weighing about
30 cwt., thcse will especially rcquire careful removal and storage. The polar-axis-cone is Il! feet long
and weighs 27 cwt. There are some other pieces weighing a ton or more, but I think I have enumerated
the most unwieldy. There will also be a considerable quantity of iron rails, pedestals, cast-iron pulleys
and rollers, wooden heams constituting framework of tower, platforms, &c., which will make up an
aggregate of perh:\ps :30 tons.
Next comes the question of shipment. As there is no direct communication by ship hence to
Melbourne, the only course I believe is to re-ship the telescope to Liverpool, to be there taken on board
one of the Australian packet ships, when commencing her loading, so that the most convenient arrangement
for storage may be secured. ,Vith respect to getting the apparatus on board here, I have no doubt the
Admiral of the Port would lend the neces~ary hoisting tackle, and probably a crane-lighter, on being paid,
as is usual in such cases, a certain charge for the men's time and use of tackle.
This appears to me to be the best mode of proceedh;tg. The dismounting of the telescope I should
probably be able, in sOflle measure at least, to superintend; but I should not, most likely, be in Liverpool
to take any part in the receipt and re-shipment of the telescope thcre. This would have to be undertaken
by the brokers or agents of the respective ships, and I pres.ume they would readily undertake it, charging
th~ir ordinary commission.
.
.
You will thus perceive that a good deal will require to be done here, in carrying out all the
arrangements, which is the reason for my suggesting that some gentleman, armed with the reqnisite
authority, should come over to carry them out. I feel however so much interest in the safe transit of
the instrument to its destination, that if that suggestion cannot be embraced, I will render all the aid I
can in directing that the work shall be done efficiently, as I have pointed out. In that case however, it
would be quite necessary that I should have the authority of a carte blanche from you to sanction the
incurring of the requisite money outlay.
I am, dear Sir,
Yours very truly,
To Professor Wilson,
(Signed)
WM. LASSELL.
The University, Melbourne.
P.S.-I shall hope to hear from you by the first mail. . I presume YOll would wish the equatoreal
to be insured, and if so, for what.8um?

XIV.
Pro/'e.vsor TVil80n to M1'. Las~ell.

My 'DEAR

MR.

LAssELL,

The University, Melbourne,
24th September, 1864.

I loose no time in replying to your letter of July 27th, though you will, probably, long before this
have learned the substance of what I have to say from Gonerfll Sabine.
He has explained to you that the vote of £3,000 was made solely on the two pa.ragraphs which
appeared in the Atluffl(EUm, and on your letter ip the published correspondence.
When I afterwards received General Sabine's letter, dwelling pointedly on yOUI' stipulation that
the telescope should be suitable in all points for its work here, I could but feel that this (taken in
connenon with Sir John Herschel's remarks, in the printed correspondence, relative to the requisite
range of zenith distance, and nearness of approach to the pole) seemed to imply some doubt on the point.
On the other hand it was obvious that Sir John Herschel's remarks, made with reference to the
construction of a new instrument, might have much less weight when applied to one ah'eady existing.
No. 52.-b.
.
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The other members of the Board of Visitors fully agreed\vith me in these views, and we considered that
it would be very presump'tuous in us, who hait not even seen the telescope, to attempt to decide the point.
Under these circumstances, we recommend to the Government to request the Council of Royal
Society of London to decide the point for us, and to act upon this decision.
The Government adopted this course,and remitted £2,500 to England to Major Andrew Clarke,
R.E., with instructions, in case the Royal Society should recommend the acceptance of the telescope, to
apply it at once, uuder General Sabine's instructions, in defraying the expense of removal, and of such
modifications in the mounting as it might be desirable or practicable to make.
I trust that 'you will not tliink that, in adopting this course, we are in any way undervaluing your
noble present, llUt will give us credit for a sincere desire to do our best for astronomical science.
As your observations will not be concluded before next March, no time will be lost by this course.
Should the RoyaL Society advise us. not to accept your offer, the money will remain untouched till
authority can be obtained from the Colonial Parliament to apply it towards the construction of a new
telescope, together with a supplemental vote for the purpose.
I remain, my dear Sir,
Yours very'faithfully,
Wm. Lassell, Esq.

(Signed)

W. ,Po WILSON.

xv.
SIR,

To F. Elliot, Esq., Colonial Office.
Burlington House, London,
September 25th, 1864.

Your letter of t~e 31st August, addressed to the Secretary of the Royal Society, on the subject of
the proposed Melbourne telescope, was forwarded to me in the country, the Royal Society being at present
in recess. I notice this in explanation of the delay which has taken place in the reply; and to remark
that, under these circumstances, I have not thought it expedient to inc Ill' the loss of time which would be
involved ill waiting for the re-assembling of the Council, in order to send a more formal reply.
The printed correspondence on this subject, printed in 1863, contained the opinions of several
persons of the greatest experience in this country in the construction and use of large reflectors, on the
most suitable construction, both as to the optical part and to the mounting of such a telescope for the
purposes contemplated at Melbourne, together with its probable cost, and the time required for its
completion. Full descriptions were given of Mr. Lassell's reflector, and of one differing from Mr.
;Lassell's in several particulars, which had been proposed by Mr. Gruhb on a former occasion, when the
employment of a reflector uf great optical power in the Southern Hemisphere was under consideration.
The relative merits of Ml:' Lassell's and Mr. Grnhh's telescopes for the requirements of the Melbourne
Observatory were most fully and nnreservedly discussed in the correspondence printed in 1863. A
copy of this correspondence was presented to Mr. Cardwell's predecessor, the ,Duke of Newcastle; and
subsequently, with his Grace's approval, several copies were seut to the Colonial Office, for distribution in
the colony itself. I have no"w the honor of sending an additional copy for Mr. Cardwell's perusal.
Viewed as a scientific question, few persons, after thEi perusal of that correspondence, would, I
apprehend, dissent from the conclusion that Mr. Grubb's telescope was entitled to a preference for the
special locality and purposes contemplated at Melbourne; leanng Mr. Lassell's to be employed in the
hemisphere in which it was constructed, either by Mr. Lassell's himself, or by others to whom he should
entrust it. But Mr. Lassell's munificept offer (of which too much cannot be said in praise), to freely
present his telescope to the Melbourne Observatory, if it should be deemed by the Board of Visitors of
that Observat'ory as fully meeting their requirements, has introduced a new element, viz, a money
element into the question; and as the matter now stands, whatever might be the opinion of the Royal
Society, or of the Board of Visitors of the Melbourne Observatury, the decision must ohviously remain,
and should properly rest with those who have to furnish the money, viz., with the authorities and
legislature of the colony itself.
It must always be borne in mind that, with a due regard to the importance of the researches in
which the telescope is to be employed at Melbourne, and to the number of years in which it may be
expected to continue in operation, the first cost of the instrument itself becomes, relatively, of the
less importance.
I have the honor, &c.,
(Signed)

EDWARD SABINE, P.R.S.
I
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